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Pou	yon	tab	kanpe	nou	bezwen	kat	pye	menm	logèn	
	…for	a	table	to	stand	you	need	four	legs	the	same	length…	
Anyone	drawn	to	the	game	of	international	relief	should	
give	recent	history	a	good	read.	Post-earthquake	Haiti	is	a	
prime	example	of	what	can	go	wrong,	rife	with	stories	about	
everything	from	the	cholera	outbreaks	inadvertently	caused	
by	U.N.	Peacekeepers	to	the	squandering	of	reconstruction	
money	on	contractors’	expense	accounts.	There	are	a	myriad	of	wrong	paths	
to	take	along	the	road	of	good	intentions.		But	HHP	proudly	defies	this	trend.	
Building	from	the	ground	up,	hand-in-hand	with	the	community	we	serve,	we	
avoid	common	pitfalls.	Hard	work	by	our	Haitian	partners,	along	with	HHP’s	
expectation	of	transparency	and	accountability,	keeps	the	table	level	as	we	
strive	for	self-sustainability.	Read	on	to	discover	how	our	clinic	and	other	
services	offer	vital	health	care	to	men,	women,	and	children	in	one	of	the	
country’s	most	remote	regions,	while	simultaneously	reaching	for	financial	
independence.		-	Louise	Lindenmeyr,	HHP	executive	director		
	

	

						Our	four	legs:	
1. Patients;	
2. Community	
leaders;	

3. Clinic	
employees;	

4. HHP	and	its	
donors.	
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HHP	founders	Patrick	Howell	and	Phil	Wolf	
with	local	leaders	who		began	construction	on	
the	clinic	in	Mare-Joffrey	years	before	we	got	
there	(photo	taken	in	2012).	

	
	
Jasmine	is	31	and	has	lived	in	the	little	town	
of	Mare-Joffrey,	deep	in	the	rural	landscape	
of	southeast	Haiti,	all	her	life.	Because	the	
nearest	hospital	is	a	two-hour	walk	away,	
her	mother	gave	birth	to	her	at	home,	with	
the	help	of	a	traditional	birth	attendant.	
Like	many	local	women,	her	mother	suffers	
from	high	blood	pressure	and	during	
Jasmine’s	birth	she	had	a	stroke.	She	wasn’t	
able	to	work	much	after	that.	As	a	child,	
Jasmine	helped	her	with	cooking,	gathering	
wood,	and	farming,	often	missing	school.		
She	never	saw	a	medical	doctor.	If	she	
became	sick,	she	was	treated	at	home	with	
traditional	medicine.	

	
	

2017	–	Centre	de	Sante	Union	de	Grand	Gosier	(CSUG),	
our	clinic	in	Mare-Joffrey,	now	serving	over	300	
patients	a	month	and	operating	on	solar	power!	
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“Today	the	clinic	is	a						
brilliant	gem	in	the	
middle	of	town,	open	
every	day.		It’s	where	my	
two-year-old	niece	gets	
check-ups	for	her	sickle	
cell	anemia.		It’s	where	
my	son	was	finally	cured	
of	a	scalp	infection	that	
caused	hair	loss.		It’s	
where	I	go	for	birth	
control,	lab	tests,	and	
blood	pressure	medicine	
for	my	mother.		I	am	so	
proud	and	grateful	it	is	
here.”	

In	2013,	doctors	and	nurses	from	both	Haiti	and	the	U.S.	began	arriving	at	the	still-unfinished		
clinic	to	treat	community	members	for	different	illnesses.	They	gave	talks	about	the	dangers	of	
high	blood	pressure,	about	nutrition,	and	how	to	prevent	cholera.	Jasmine	had	her	first	dental	
exam	when	a	team	of	dentists	brought	a	suitcase-full	of	supplies,	giving	treatments	in	lawn	chairs	
on	the	dirt	floor.		When	she	and	her	sister	were	screened	for	cervical	cancer,	the	exams	were	
performed	on	tables	borrowed	from	the	bar	down	the	street.	They	were	happy	to	find	out	they	
were	OK.			
	



Here	we	are	in	a	zone	
so	distant	that	the	
World	Health	
Organization	is	not	
sure	how	many	
people	are	served	per	
clinic,	yet	it	is	
estimated	as	greater	
than	45,000	
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Officially called the Centre 
de Santé Union de Grand-
Gosier (CSUG), the clinic 
is located in southeastern 
Haiti, in the town of Mare-
Joffrey, about five hours by 
rough jeep roads from the 
capital of Port-au-Prince. 
Construction began in the 
early 2000s by a group of 
local residents and 
diasporas (Haitians born in    
the community who live  
overseas), in response to 
the overwhelming health  
needs of the surrounding  
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population. (WHO estimated in 2008 there was one clinic for every 45,000 people in the region.) 
Funding ground to a halt, however, and it was still an unfinished dream when Louise Lindenmeyr, 
then an independent medical volunteer, was shown the skeleton of a building by the town’s mayor 
and asked if she could help. Soon other interested people from the U.S. joined Louise in conversa-
tions with local leaders and townspeople, and they agreed to assist with completing the construction 
and getting the clinic off the ground. HHP was founded at that point. CSUG is the community’s 
project and the burden is shared, keeping the table level with equal-length-legs. Patients pay a nominal 
fee for expert care and medications. Clinic administrators participate in fundraising by writing 
proposals and personal letters to current and prospective donors. 

MOBILE CLINICS REACH EVEN DEEPER 
INTO THE COUNTRYSIDE 
Twice a month our staff jump on motorcycles with 
medicine, medical equipment, and administrative 
supplies and set up pop-up clinics at marketplaces, 
community centers, even rustic disco spots in six little 
communities in our zone. Community health workers  
announce our arrival (like our friend here in Mapou, 
right).   

We see an average of 50 people at each mobile clinic, who 
are examined, treated, given a medical record, and 
encouraged to come to CSUG for continuing care. We 
have found some of our neediest cases in this manner, such 
as 10-year-old Denise Jean (left), who has advanced sickle 
cell disease.	
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CERVICAL	CANCER	SCREENING	AND	TREATMENT	IN	SOUTHEAST	HAITI:	Our	
clinic	is	now	a	regional	center	for	training	and	support	

      

With funding assistance provided by Women International Leaders 
of Greater Philadelphia, in February HHP 
organized three days of training at the clinic in the 
procedure of VIA/cryo, a method of screening for 
and treating cervical changes that can lead to 
cancer. We trained 12 doctors and nurses in the 
procedure, all from Ministry of Health clinics that 
we have equipped with training and tools over the 
past three years.  Some had already been trained by 
HHP in the past and needed a refresher course; 
others were new to the technique.  We screened  
130 women and treated a few for positive findings. 
It was stimulating to share so much collective 
knowledge with so many experienced providers in 
the house. 	

Haiti is thought to have the 
highest rate of cervical 
cancer in the world. Since 
HHP began its cervical 
cancer screening and 
treatment program in 
2013, we have served over 
two thousand women, 
equipped four clinics, and 
trained 20 health care 
providers in the procedure. 

Nurse 	Musac 	 and 	 communi ty 	hea l t h 	worker 	
J ean 	Rober t 	do ing 	 the 	good 	work 	wi th 	HHP 	
in 	 Pak 	Kado 	

Training	in	action	at	the	Cervical	Cancer	
Prevention	Center	at	our	clinic	in	Mare-
Joffrey	

In 2017, our VIA/cryo team made 
numerous visits to Pak Kado, a 
community of cardboard shacks 
constructed by deported Haitians, 
booted across the border by their 
Dominican neighbors. Squeezed into 
this tiny house, generously donated by its 
owner for cervical screenings, we have 
examined 200 women since the camp 
opened in 2015.  
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HHP	Executive	Director	Louise	
Lindenmeyr	has	documented	her	Haitian	
experience	since	2012	at	
llindenmeyr.blogspot.com.			
Here’s	a	blog	entry	from	March	2017:	
For years now I have had a box seat at the night opera 
every time I sleep over in Mare-Joffrey. The evening 
starts with a punishing mix of burnt-out speakers  
blasting kompa or reggaeton backed up by the high 
pitched squeal of the generator that powers them. This 
is usually coming from directly under my bed, where sits 
the courtyard of the "Love People Bar Resto." The 
racket is often punctuated with black-outs due to the 
blessed malfunction of the power source. By 9:30pm 
the gasoline has run out and all that remains is the 
trilling laughter of a few drunken tenors as they inch 
their way off stage. I can hear silence for the first time 
in hours. Footfalls on the road below, sometimes just a 
two-step scrape-scrape, other times a shuffling lilt of 
hooves, a three-against-four rhythm, donkey or horse.  
More silence. I hear a truck coming from way in the 
distance and above the baritone of the engine a choir of 
voices sings as they ride atop the load - hymns in 
brilliant harmony rising from peaks of charcoal and 
plantains… 

Louise	on	the	
balcony	of	the	Love	
People	Bar	Resto	

																	Volunteers	and	board	members	of	Hispañola	Health	Partners	

Epidemiologist	Alice	White	(right)	working	on	
a	hypertension	study	with	CSUG’s	Dr.	Daniel	
Antoine	

Left	to	right:		Erin	Quinn,	nurse	practitioner;	Peter	
Halle,	HHP	treasurer;	and	Patricia	Borns,	journalist,	

HHP	Board	of	Directors:	
Patrick	Howell,	president,		
Washington,	DC	
Philip	Wolf,	vice	president,	Frisco,	CO	
Ellen	Mossman,	esq.,	Philadelphia,	PA	
Dr.	Hank	Schmidt,	New	York,	NY	
Peter	Halle,	Amesville,	CT	
Patricia	Borns,	Fort	Myers,	FL	
Louise	Lindenmeyr,	Salisbury,	CT	
	

	
Check	out	Patricia	Borns’	videos	HHP	Welcome	
to	our	World	and	HHP	On	the	Border	–	Pak	Kado		
https://www.hispanolahealthpartners.org/video-gallery	
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WE	ARE	SO	GRATEFUL	TO	YOU,	OUR	DONORS.	
																						YOU	MAKE	GOOD	HEALTH	HAPPEN!!	

Mesi	to	our	partners…	
Americares,	americares.org	
Batey	Relief	Alliance,	bateyrelief.org	
Haiti	Medical	Mission	of	Wisconsin,	haitimedicalmission.com	
St	John’s	Episcopal	Church	of	Salisbury, stjohnssalisbury.org	
WIL	of	Greater	Philadelphia,	wil-gp.org	
Salisbury	Congregational	Church,	
salisburycongregationalchurch.org	
Women	4	Women	Knitting	4	Peace,	knitting4peace.org	

	

WHAT’S	AHEAD:		
OUR	WISH	LIST	FOR		
2018…	
	

• 24-hour/day	service	at	
CSUG;	

• Increased	dental	
services;		

• Expand	our	cervical	
cancer	screening	and	
treatment	incorporating	
the	more	accurate	HPV	
self-test;		

• Emergency	Fund	for	the	
sickest	and	most	
vulnerable;	

• Hypertension	prevention	
and	treatment	program	
using	our	research	to	
help	create	a	national	
model.	

USA	expenses	
7%	

Cervical	Screening	
program	
12%	

 Medical	
supplies	&	
equipment	

9%	

Marjofre	clinic	
services	&	mobile	

clinic	
64%	

 Clinic	expansion	
9%	

HHP	expenses	2017	
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HHP	expenses	2017	
$48,696	

U.S.	expenses	7%	

	 	
				PLEASE	HELP	WITH	A	TAX-DEDUCTIBLE	DONATION	TO	HHP	
Visit	https://www.hispanolahealthpartners.org	or	send	a	check	to											
Hispañola	Health	Partners	374	Taconic	Rd.		Salisbury,	CT	06068	

	
	
HHP	might	never	
have	come	into	
existence	without	
Reverend	John	Carter	
and	the	congregation	
of	St.	John’s	Episcopal	
Church	in	Salisbury,	
CT.	In	2013,	their	
Mission	and	Outreach	
Committee	donated	
$2000,	our	first	
contribution,	thus	
fueling	our	“audacity	
of	hope.”		

Kids	in	Mare-Joffrey,	where	toys	are	a	
rarity,	with	Peacepal	dolls	made	by			
Knitting	4	Peace	
	


